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Background of the Problem -- The explosive develop¬ 
ment of computer technology ever since its start in the 
mid 20th century, has never stopped. Today, there are 
three dominant themes in the development of computer 
technology. The first is the design and production of 
powerful hardware. The second is the development of 
effective algorithms in the design, maintenance and 
application of software. The third one, initiated by 
treak-throughs of the former two, is the invention of 
new methods of handling information. 
All of these three themes are aiming at an idea 
that our computer systems become more powerful, more 
reliable, and faster, while, at the same time, smaller 
and less expensive. Efforts in the first two themes 
take their own phases and have their restraints. It is 
not surprising that as the great potential of the 
computer in every aspect of our life has been realized, 
the field of information handling becomes our main 
concern. 
The method by which information is collected for 
the computer and disseminated to the end users can 
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determine the cost and efficiency of the operation. 
For this reason, sharing information among computers 
economically is an important technique to be studied. 
Statement of the Problem -- Computers come in all 
shapes and sizes. It is a common situation for an 
institution like the Atlanta University Center to 
develop its computer systems and supporting equipment 
in a gradual, additive manner. For one reason or another, 
several mini or micro-computers may be adopted by 
different departments here and there in addition to 
the mainframe. It is even possible that more than one 
mainframe computer might coexist within the institution. 
Take AU Center as an example, the systems in use 
include two VAX 11/780's, one PDP 11/40, one DEC 20, 
several APPLEs, and several Z-89's. As a result, the 
file feas-ctOL'-belereatedl;separately,on..each !/computer 
system. This comsumes considerable time. For example, 
a file edited in the PDP 11/40 is not accessible to a 
VAX 11/780 user, and vice versa. The desire.to transfer 
files from one system to another has motivated us to 
design the file transfer system which allows file trans¬ 
fer between computers. 
The target problem is to transfer ASCII and binary 
files between the PDP 11/40 of the AU Computer Center 
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and the VAX H/78O in the RSCE building of Mathematical 
Science Department. The system should, however, be 
useful in transfering files between other computer 
systems that support time sharing terminals. 
The Method — Depending upon the available hardware 
for the Z-89» we can choose either one of the following 
methods to transfer files from the source computer to 
the target computer: 
Method (a): 
Develop programs for the Z-89 in the MAS Department 
Laboratory and a program for each computer involved in 
file transfer to allow files to be transferred to or 
from the Z-89- These files would be stored on discs 
between receiving (by the Z-89) from the source computer 
and sending (by the Z-89) to the target. 
Method (b): 
Similar to method (a) except that the Z-89 would 
be communicating simutaneously with the source and the 
target computers. If choosing this method, an internal 
buffer would be used by the Z-89 to take care of a slow 
target acceptance rate. 
Target Users — The purpose of this file transfer 
system is to transfer large files between PDP 11/40 
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and the VAX 11/780. Therefore, our target users are 
Mathematical Department faculty and Computer Center 
staff personnel. 
Design Criteria -- There are four criteria in the 
design of this file transfer system stated as follows: 
1. Reliability 
Error checking and retransmission facilities should 
be built in so that files can be transferred error free. 
This is particularly important with the large files that 
this system would apply to. 
2. Ease of Use 
The users of this package will be trained computer 
» 
professionals, and this package will be used infrequently. 
Therefore, operation information needs to be unambiguous, 
but not particularly "detailed". Necessary operation 
insturctions should be summarized in one page. 
3. Efficienct of Resource Use 
The file transfer program should be run without 
disrupting the normal services of the end computers. 
There should be no resource deficiency problem. The 
Z-89 will be, for the duration of the transfer, dedicated 
to the transfer. Discs used for intermediate storage 
can be freed immediately after the transfer. 
4. Process Interruption ability 
The program should be self-limiting so that, 
under normal circumstances, it would not require a 
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potentially infinite time in a process loop or waiting 
state. Manual abort facilities should be build in, 
however, so that when circumstances change, a process 
can be aborted. 
CHAPTER II 
PROTOCOLS 
Sequence of Steps -- The Z-89 microcomputer acts 
as an intermediate adapter which decouples the source 
and the target computers. Before discussing the inter¬ 
actions between the source computer and the target 
computer, we should review the sequence of steps of 
the transfer from the Z-89 point of view: 
(0) Run Z-89 file-transfer program MATCH. 
(1) . Put Z-89 in terminal mode, acting as a simple 
terminal. 
(2) Logon source computer. 
(3) Run file transfer program TRANSFER.PAS on 
source computer. 
(4) Set source computer direction to "Send". 
(5) Specify source file, open source file. 
(6) Put the Z-89 to transfer mode. 
(7) Set the Z-89 to "Receive" direction, 
create file. 
(8) Transfer source file to disc. 
(9) Close source file. 
(10) Put the Z-89 to terminal mode. 
(11) Log off source computer. 
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(12) Logon traget computer. 
(13) Run file-transfer program TRANSFER.PAS on 
target computer. 
(1*0 Set traget computer direction to "Receive". 
(15) Specify file on target computer, create it. 
(16) Put Z-89 to transfer mode. 
(17) Set the Z-89 to "Send" direction, open send file. 
(18) Transfer file to target computer. 
(19) Close traget file. 
(20) Put the Z-89 to terminal mode. 
(21) Log off target computer. 
(22) Exit the Z-89 transfer program.MATCH. 
Source - Target Protocols — 
(Source) 
1. Open file requested by the Z-89. 
2. Close file at end of transfer. 
3. Encode, frame and transmit packets of information. 
4. Keep transmitted packets in buffer until the 
acknowledgement of correct receipt. 
5. Retransmit packets upon negative acknowledgement. 
(Target) 
1. Create new file at the Z-89 request. 
2. Close file at end of transfer. 
3. Decode blocks of information and store in 
newly created file. 
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U. Acknowledge the Z-89 if packet received 
correctly. 
5. Request re-transmission if error appears. 
6. Exit to time-share supervisor upon request. 
Interface Spécification — The messages travel 
along the communication link are of two kinds: the 
acknowledgement- signals and the data packets. 
Table 2.1 describes the acknowledgement signals 
used in this file transfer system: 


















Table 2.1 --The acknowledgement signals. 
The data packet is a formated block at size of 
137 bytes with framing bytes " / / " at both ends and 
coded data and check sum in between. Since the data 
packets are fixed length, there is no need for a 
length indicator. The format of packet is as follows: 
« 
s 
/ / D, Dx I*! 
? 
ft c, ft Ci <V / / CR 
Notes: D. --Data byte i, i=l,2,..128. 
C ' --Check byte 
CR Carriage reture. 
The data in packets are encoded in hexadecimal 
form. Before being transmitted, each data byte is 
converted into two hexadecimal digits. For example., 
" A " is coded as " 4 1 ", " B " as " 4 2 ", " Z " as 
" 5 A " and " 9 " as " 5 7 etc. At the receiving 
end, the packet is un-packed and decoded. 
We have several reasons to convert data before it 
is transmitted. The first reason is providing a good 
protection against confusion between data and the 
control signals. The second reason is that not every 




are converting data so that ASCII characters are trans¬ 
mitted even if the source file is random binary data. 
The third reason is for error checking purposes. 16 
verses 128 ASCII characters provides a smaller range 
for data validation. Any data byte which is received 
th&t is not in the set of these 16 hex digits will 
indicate an error in transmission. In this case, a 
re-transmission is requested. 
The check digits Cf , C2 , Cj , Cf encode the two bytes 
sum of the data bytes in the packet. This provides 
further error checking capability. 
CHAPTER III 
SOFTWARE 
Description -- In the present system, there are 
two programs involved in a file transfer. The first is 
called TRANSFER which is executed by the source computer 
and the target computer. The second, called MATCH, is 
similar to the first one and is executed by the Z-89. 
Program TRANSFER contains two main parts: the Send 
Procedure and the Receive Procedure. When the computer 
is acting as the source, the procedure SEND is executed. 
Procedure RECEIVE will respond to the role of a traget 
computer. 
Program MATCH in the Z-89 has two similar sub¬ 
routines: ACCESS and FORWARD. The former, which accesses 
files from the source computer, is similar to the 
procedure RECEIVE in program TRANSFER; and the latter, 
which forwards files to the target computer, is similar 
to the procedure SEND'in program TRANSFER. 
In addition, program MATCH in the Z-89 must operate 
in two modes: terminal simulation mode and file transfer 
mode. Mode is specified by the control signals. 
In terminal mode, the Z-89 acts simply as a terminal 
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of the connected computer. Communication to the Z-89 
software will he entirely through Escape sequences 
generated either by the user or the communicating com¬ 
puter. In terminal mode, the program MATCH.in the Z-89 
will accept commands like ESC/Q to direct the transfer 
of a file to Z-89; or like ESC/R to direct the transfer 
of a file from the Z-89. The signal ESC/P will change 






Commands: ESC/P   to terminal mode. 
ESC/Q   to receive file" 
•--file transfer 
ESC/R   to send file J mode. 
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The idea of Using the Z-89 Microcomputer -- It is 
not a bad idea for two computers to transfer files 
through a direct link or a telephone line. However, 
to use a third machine as an intermediate adaptor is 
a better design. This is the unique feature of the 
file transfer system we are discussing. Because of its 
availability, we use the Z-89 microcomputer as the 
intermediate adaptor. The use of a third machine in 
the transmission is derived from the following three 
considerations : 
(1) Standard Interface 
(2) Intermediate Storage 
(3) Standard Mainframe Communications Methods 
In the discussion on the standard interface, Davies 
1, 
and Barber ; wrote'1! « i—" .v;\ 
. . . The use of a standard interface provides 
a flexibility that can drastically reduce 
system development time and maintenance effort, 
and allows adaptation and evolution as require¬ 
ments change. Suppose N different kinds of in¬ 
formation source have to communicate with M types 
of information acceptors. Without a standard 
interface, N x M connecting units are required, 
if all possible kinds of connection are to be 
possible; . . . Here, the idea of a standard 
• interface is introduced. This is a defined set 
of signals that flow between two devices or 
systems across an identificable boundary between 
them. . . . The total number of matching units 
required for N sources and M acceptors is N + M. 
1 
Donald W. Davies; Derek L.A. Barber. Communication 
Necwords for Computers. New York: John Wiley & Sons,197^» 
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For example, suppose we have M computers at AU, 
instead of setting up M x (M - 1) kinds of transfer 
units, we only need M programs (which are the same 
TRANSFER program) for the file transfer system. 
The benefits of having an intermediate storage 
between communicating computers also justifies the use 
of the Z-89* As shown in Fig. 3-^> the Z-89 micro¬ 
computer has a small disc system which can hold a few 
files. Files can be stored here between receiving 





Note:   --Telephone network with modem, or 
a direct link; main connections 
may not be simultaneous. 
Fig. 3.^ --The Z-89 acts as an buffer storage for 
the main computers. 
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With the Z-89 as an intermediate storage, the main 
computer on each end is protected from being held-up 
by the other. Neither main computer has to wait until 
the other main computer is available to do the transfers 
files can be stored in the Z-89's disc to wait for a 
convenient time for forwarding to the target computer. 
In short, the use of an intermediate adaptor brings 
a number of important benefits and overcome many of 
the disadvantages induced by straightforward link. 
The third point is that the standard time sharing 
communications can be used on the main computers. 
Each thinks that it is communicating with a terminal. 
This considerably simplifies the programming. 
CHAPTER IV 
TERMINOLOG¥ 
Data Communication -- This is concerned with the 
transmission of data to and from its source and desti¬ 
nation. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the Z-89 Micorcomputer 
at one end passes out data through a serial link. 
Data is then modulated to voice frequences and continue 
being passed to the PDP 11/40 system through a telephone 
line. 
Fig. 4.1 --Data Communication between Z-89 and PDP 11/40 
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Modem -- In order to transmit data via telephone 
network which passes voice frequencies between 300 and 
3,00 Hz, the digital signal of computer must be modulated 
at the transmitting end before it can be transmitted over 
the telephone line. At the receiving end, it must be 
demodulated to convert it back to original signal. A 
modem is an equipment which functions as a modulator or 
demodulator by performing the translation function between 
the serial signals of terminals and the modulated voice 
frequencies of the telephone line. 
Beside modulation and demodulation, a modem also 
performs a number of control functions that coordinate 







Fig. 4.2 --A communication link using modems . 
Note : JULO. : Digital signals; 
f\/\/\j ‘ Modulated signals. 
Anothony Ralston, ed. Encyclopedia of Computer Science 
Atlanta: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1976. 
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Protocols — Protocols are a set of predetermined 
rules or procedures which enables the interaction between 
the message sender and the message receiver to go smoothly 
without errors or held-ups. 
Fig. 4.3 shows the Sender - Receiver Protocols: 
NoteK—-^.Message transmitting. 
Fig. 4.3 --The sender - receiver protocols. 
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Acknowledgement -- During data communication, the 
sender must be .prevented from sending data before the 
receiver is ready to receive. The exchange of status 
signals is required between sender and receiver to 
carry out acknowledgement. 
The sender can also be informed whether the message 
is received or not. A positive acknowledgement (ACK) 
will be given by the receiver if message is received 
without error. Otherwise, a negative acknowledgement 
(NACK) will be given by the receiver, which is also a 
request of re-transmission. 
The need to wait for acknowledge'introduces extra 
delay and this decreases the data transmission rate. 
But it is worthwhile, in comparison with the few seconds 
delay, when the correctness of transmitted data is our 
main concerns. 
Checksum -- During data transmission, the effect 
of noise causing corruption of signals may introduce 
errons and the consequent false data must be guarded 
against by a sum-check procedure. 
Following the data bytes, a checksum information 
can be located in the transmitted packet to indicate 
the sum of data in the given packet. Together with an 
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error recovery procedure, the checksum ensures the 
packet will be repeated or justified if it is in¬ 
correctly received. 
In this file transfer system, the checksum, which 
is the sum of all data bytes of the packet, is located 
between the 131th and 134th byte. The packet is unpacked 
and decoded at the receiving end. Meantimes, a checksum 
is recomputed and compared with the given checksum. 
If they are not the same, then an error is detected. 
Interruption -- This is a facility usually built 
in the software for aborting the current process. 
Abortion may be required when a process has been initiated 
but circumstances have change and require the process 
to change its performance in some way. An example is 
that when the transmission error happens too often owing 
to the noise, instead of wasting time on re-transmission, 
the user may decide to stop the transfer and wait for 
some other time to do it. In the present system, the 




The reason for error control is 
to ensure that the message received by the receiver is 
as intended by the sender. To be able to detect the 
error, the receiver must be given some information about 
the message. There are two types of error control. In 
the first type of error control, the data is transmitted 
along with sufficient information to detect and correct 
errors. In the second type of error control, the extra 
information is sufficient only to detect errors. In the 
latter case, re-transmission is used to correct errors. 
The file transfer system designed by the author 
uses the second type of error control, that is, an error 
is detected by information like fixed-size packet, check¬ 
sum, , and legitimate hex values of transmitted characters. 
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APPENDIX A 
ASCII in Decimal and Hexadecimal 
# HEX CHAR # HEX CHAR 
0 00 NUL 32 20 SP 
1 01 SOH 33 21 l 
2 02 STX 34 22 It 
3 03 ETX 35 23 # 
4 04 EOT 36 24 $ 
5 05 ENQ 37 25 % 
6 06 ACK 38 26 & 
7 07 BEL 39 27 
1 
8 08 BS 40 28 ( 
9 09 HT 41 29 ) 
10 0A LF 42 2A * 
11 OB VT 43 2B + 
12 OC FF 44 2C 9 
13 OD CR 45 2D - 
14 OE SO 46 2E , 
15 OF SI 47 2F / 
16 10 DLE 48 30 0 
17 11 DC1 49 31 1 
18 12 DC2 50 32 2 
19 13 DC3 51 33 3 
20 14 DC4 52 34 4 
21 15 NAK 53 35 5 
22 16 SYN 54 36 6 
23 17 ETB 55 37 7 
24 18 CAN 56 38 8 
25 19 EM 57 39 9 
26 1A SUB 58 3A • • 
27 IB ESC 59 3B • 9 
28 1C FS 60 3C < 
29 ID GS 61 3D 
30 IE RS 62 3E 




ASCII in Decimal and Hexadecimal 
# HEX CHAR # HEX CHAR 
64 40 @ 96 60 l 
65 41 A 97 61 a 
66 42 B 98 62 b 
67 43 C 99 63 c 
68 44 D 100 64 d 
69 45 E 101 65 e 
70 46 F 102 66 f 
71 47 G 103 67 g 
72 48 H 104 68 h 
73 49 I 105 69 i 
74 4A J 106 6A j 
75 4B K 107 6B k 
76 4C L 108 6C 1 
77 4D M 109 6D m 
78 4E N 110 6E n 
79 4F 0 111 6F 0 
80 50 P 112 70 P 
81 51 Q 113 71 9 
82 52 R 114 72 r 
83 53 S 115 73 s 
84 54 T 116 7^ t 
85 55 U 117 75 U 
86 56 V 118 76 V 
87 57 W 119 77 w 
88 58 X 120 78 X 
89 59 Y 121 79 y 
90 5A Z 122 7A Z 
91 5B C 123 7B { 
92 5C \ 124 7C \ 1 
93 5D 125 7D y 
94 5 E t 126 7E \S* 
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THIS PROGRAM WILL BE STORED IN BOTHE THE SOURCE 
AND THE TARGET COMPUTER FOR FILE TRANSFER PURPOSE. 
THE PROCEDURE 'SEND’ IS EXECUTED WHEN THE COMPUTER 
IS THE SOURCE. THE PROCEDURE 'RECEIVE* IS EXECUTED 
WHEN THE COMPUTER IS THE TARGET. THIS EXECUTION IS 
GENERATED BY THE USER ON THE Z-B9 WHICH ACTS AS A 
TERMINAL OF THE CONNECTED COMPUTER. THE DIRECTION OF 
FILE TRANSFER IS SET BY THE Z-89 USER. 
IF.DURING TRANSFER. THE USER ON THE Z-89 WANTS TO 
STOP THE OPERATION. HE/SHE WILL TYPE THE KEY .THIS 
PROGRAM WILL RESPOND IT BY ABORTING THE CURRENT PROCESS 
A SIGNAL WILL INDICATE EITHER END OF FILE TRANSFER 
















UNTIL (SIGNAL='R'> OR < SIGNAL='*')î 




IF ACK THEN SIGNAL!='r' 
ELSE SIGNAL! = 'e ' f 
WRITELN(SIGNAL) 
END; 
! SET OF CHAR; 
:SET OF o. .70; 
îCHAR; 
! PACKED ARRAY Cl..101 OF CHAR! 
! PACKED ARRAYC1..1370 OF CHAR; 
! PACKED ARRAYC1. .643 OF CHAR i 
•.BOOLEAN ; 
:INTEGER; 
! TEXT î 
30 
4. W 
PROCEDURE S E N D ? ( # send file #> 
PROCEDURE D0_PACKET? 
VAR K » M » I ! INTEGER? 
X 5 CHAR? 
FUNCTION HEXA(X5CHAR>5CHAR? 
VAR A : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
A:= ORIKX) DIV 16? 
IF ( A IN NUMBER )THEN HEXA5=CHR<A+48>? 
IF ( A IN LETTER )THEN HEXA5=CHR<A+55> 
END? 
FUNCTION HEXB(XSCHAR)5 CHAR ? 
VAR B! INTEGER ? 
BEGIN 
B:=ORD(X> MOD 16? 
IF ( B IN NUMBER ) THEN HEXB5=CHR(B+48>? 
IF ( B IN LETTER ) THEN HEXBÎ=CHR( B+55 ) 
END? 





M 5 =SUM MOD 10? 
PACKETCI]5=CHR(M+48) ? 




BEGIN do packet t) 
NUMBER 5 =C 0..91 ? 
LETTER 5=C10..15]? ( * for hex didits value #) 
K 5 =3 ? 
CHECKSUMS =0 ? 
FOR 15=1 TO 64 DO 
BEGIN (# converting one binary byte #> 
X!=BLOCKCI]? < # to two hex character #) 
CHECKSUM 5=CHECKSUM + ORD(X)? 
PACKETCK]5=HEXA(X)? 
PACKETCK+1]!=HEXB(X)! 
K 5 =K + 2 ? 
END? 
CHECK_BYTE<CHECKSUM)? (* put checksum information #) 









LETTER != C65..703î (* for legitimate hex dibits HO 
ACK!=TRUE ? 
IF PACKETC1 30'•* ' THEN 
BEGIN 








CHECKSUM5=0J (* checksum information HO 
FOR 15=131 TO 134 DO 
CHECKSUM 5 = CHECKSUHH<10 + ( ORD ( PACKETC I 3 >-48 )» 
K : =3 î 
SUM:=O; 
FOR 15=1 TO 64 DO 
BEGIN (* unpack and compute checksum Ht> 
X 5 =PACKETCK3î 
Y != PACKET CK + 13 î 
IF (X IN HEX) AND (Y IN HEX) THEN 
BEGIN (He computer the check sum from block*) 
BL0CKCI3!=BINARY(X>Y)r 
SUM5=SUM+0RD(BL0CKCI3)i 
K 5 =K+2 î 
END 
ELSE (* illegal HEX disits *) 
BEGIN 




IF . SUMOCHECKSUM THEN ACK 5 “FALSE 
END 
END 
END (*IF *) 
ELSE ABORT5=TRUE5 





IF BLOCKCI 3= ' ' THEN 
REPEAT 15=1-1 
UNTIL BLOCKC 130 ' 'i 




BEGIN ( # send file # ) 
ACK Î =TRUEi 
ACKNOWLEDGE» U send reads signal # ) 
READLN(NAME ) ! 
OPEN(SENOFILE>NAME»HI STORY:=OLD> ; 
RESET(SENDFILE)f 
ACKNOWLEDGE; 
WAITING» (# wait for ready signal #) 
WHILE NOT (EOF(SENDFILE ) OR ABORT) DO 
BEGIN 
IF SIGNAL <>'*' THEN 
BEGIN 





WRITE(PACKET)J ( # send packet #) 
READLN(SIGNAL); (# read ack or nack *) 
END 
ELSE ABORT:=TRUE; 
END;(*end of file #) 
CLOSE(SENDFILE); 
WRITELN ( ' t ' ) J (# end of file signal *) 
ENDf (*SEND*) 
PROCEDURE RECEIVE) 
PROCEDURE CHECK_UNPACK; (* check and unpack packet #) 
VAR X » Y J CHAR î 
SUM*INTEGER; (* the computed checksum #) 
FUNCTION BINARY(X»Y:CHAR):CHAR; 




IF (N IN LETTER) THEN NÎ=N-55 
ELSE IF (N IN NUMBER) THEN N!=N-48; 
IF (M IN LETTER) THEN M:=M-55 





BEGIN <# receive *) 
ACK * =TRUE! 
ACKNOWLEDGE; 
READLN(NAME)! 
OPEN(STOREFILE,NAME,HI STORY !=NEW>! 
REWRITE(STOREFILE)) 
ACKNOWLEDGE; 
SIGNAL t = ' r ' ! 
WHILE NOT (EOF OR ABORT) DO 
BEGIN 
READLN(PACKET)î 
CHECK_UNPACK? (# check end unpack packet *) 
ACKNOWLEDGE! (* sidnal receip *) 
IF <ACK=TRUE) AND NOT ABORT THEN WRITEFILE! 
END! 
CLOSE(STOREFILE)! 
END.! (# receive file #> 
BEGIN <* MAIN *) 
HEX:=C'O''A' .. 'F' 1 ! 
ACK;=TRUE! 
ACKNOWLEDGE; (fc send ready sianal #) 
READLN(SELECT)! (* read direction siânal*) 
WHILE SELECTO'F' DO 
BEGIN 
ABORT;=FALSE; 
IF SELECT='A' THEN SEND!(* the computer is source t) 
IF SELECT='S' THEN RECEIVE computer is target *) 
WRITELN('r')! (* ready for next command *) 
READLN(SELECT) 
END! 
END. 
